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BEST DAYS OUT CORNWALL 2021

Our attractions
are the best in
Cornwall
From country houses and castles to mines
and museums, gardens and galleries to
theme parks and railways – Cornwall has
a wealth of attractions to choose from.
Whether you’re visiting for a short break or
happy to call this place home, make each day
a discovery.
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Be curious and explore the best our
beautiful county has to offer. Uncover
the stories behind some of our most
impressive and intriguing gardens and
houses, be excited by our attractions
and theme parks, and learn more about
Cornish heritage, culture and art.
Find out what some of our members
are doing to ensure conservation of
important species, and what steps
others are taking to raise awareness
of plastic pollution and sustainability
issues. There’s so much to discover!

Find these symbols in the guide to
know whether attractions:

BEST DAYS OUT CORNWALL 2021

Every destination featured in these
pages is a member of the Cornwall
Association of Tourist Attractions
(CATA). As a collective of almost 40
top attractions, we’ve been creating
Cornwall’s best visitor experiences
since 1974, working together to meet
and raise industry standards. We’re
passionate about Cornwall, and love
inspiring visitors with ideas for new and
varied experiences. Our aim is clear:
to create quality days out that you’ll
remember for years to come.

welcome dogs
include indoor experiences
have food and drink available
are open during winter
are wheelchair accessible

Best Days Out Cornwall is brought
to you by the Cornwall Association
of Tourist Attractions (CATA): a
collective of the 40 top tourist
attractions in the county.
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WILDLIFE

Wildlife
Conservation lies at the heart of many
of Cornwall’s visitor attractions. Around
the county, you’ll find a number of
places to visit which are undertaking
important work in animal conservation,
and your visit can make a real difference
in supporting what they do.
Learn about rescue and rehabilitation
efforts, breeding programmes and other
schemes that support conservation work.
Visit with your family and help them to
be curious about conserving some of
the world’s most rare and endangered
species at Cornish zoos, wildlife
sanctuaries and rescue centres.
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WILDLIFE | CORNISH SEAL SANCTUARY

Cornish
Seal Sanctuary
Take the family to the Cornish Seal
Sanctuary and learn about its work to
ensure the safety and wellbeing of seals
around Cornwall’s coastline.
Based in Gweek, commanding
panoramic views of the Helford River,
the sanctuary is dedicated to seal
rescue, rehabilitation and release,
as well as raising awareness of how
plastic pollution has affected our
marine life in Cornwall. It also provides
a forever home to animals needing
permanent specialist care from
the experts.

Meet the rescued seal pups going
through rehabilitation during pup season
in the winter, before being returned to
the wild. See and hear about the resident
animals and learn about their stories.
Explore woodland walks with your fourlegged friends, and get a bite at the café.

Gweek. TR12 6UG
01326 221 361
sealsanctuary.sealifetrust.org
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WILDLIFE | NATIONAL LOBSTER HATCHERY

National Lobster Hatchery
Experience pioneering marine
conservation in action on the beautiful
estuary in Padstow and be inspired
to make a difference. An awardwinning visitor centre, you can get
up close with rarely seen lobster
babies, pregnant lobster mamas, giant
lobsters and other weird and wonderful
coastal creatures.

conserve fragile lobster populations
and help solve the sustainability
issues facing our vital fisheries and
coastal communities.
Catch a glimpse of what’s
happening at the forefront of
marine conservation with a visit to
this unique Padstow attraction.

With their innovative lobster ‘Raise
& Release’ programme you can even
adopt a baby lobster and track when
and where it is released into the ocean.
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The National Lobster Hatchery team
are global experts and renowned
scientists, who are working hard to

South Quay, Padstow. PL28 8BL
01841 533877
nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk

WILDLIFE | NEWQUAY ZOO

Newquay Zoo
Meet over 1,000 of the world’s rarest
and most endangered animals at
Newquay Zoo. This education and
conservation charity, owned by Wild
Planet Trust, gives you the chance to get
up close to many animals, from lions and
penguins to zebras and meerkats.

ring-tailed lemurs, Visayan warty pigs
and Javan green magpies to name a
few. The zoo also has a Village Farm with
some more familiar faces.
Children can run wild in two outdoor play
areas, before all enjoying a bite to eat
from the café at the zoo.

Just a short walk from the centre
of Newquay, and set in grounds over
thirteen acres, a visit to the zoo is
a great way to teach children about
conservation. Discover their breeding
programmes and see if any new babies
have arrived this year!
Home to many endangered wildlife
species – including pied tamarins,

Trenance Gardens, Newquay. TR7 2LZ
01637 873342
newquayzoo.org.uk
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WILDLIFE | PARADISE PARK & JUNGLEBARN

Paradise Park & JungleBarn
Set in beautiful exotic gardens with
views the sea, Paradise Park is home to
over 1,200 birds plus rare red pandas, red
squirrels and playful Asian otters.
You’ll meet stunningly colourful birds including parrots, penguins, Caribbean
Flamingos, Red-billed Cornish Choughs,
Golden and Bald Eagles, toucans, hornbills,
kookaburras, cranes and many more - at
this award-winning wildlife sanctuary.
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There’s great photo opportunities at the
fabulous free-flying bird sessions and
the new Tropics Walk Through Aviary.
With indoor play in the JungleBarn and a
fun farm - home to mini donkeys, pygmy
goats and sheep and adorable rabbits

and guinea pigs - kids will adore this
family favourite.
Wildlife conservation is at the heart of
Paradise Park. The World Parrot Trust,
based at the park, has helped ensure
the survival of 70 species of parrot in
43 countries.
Check the website for the latest
information on visiting.

Trelissick Road, Hayle. TR27 4HY
01736 751020
paradisepark.org.uk

WILDLIFE | SCREECH OWL SANCTUARY

Screech Owl Sanctuary
Based on the edge of Goss Moor
nature reserve, Screech Owl
Sanctuary is a haven for sick and
injured owls. The team at this vital
rescue and rehabilitation centre work
tirelessly with birds in need of help
before returning them to the wild.
Discover a fascinating insight into the
lives of these majestic birds of prey, with
close encounters, flying displays and
talks from the experts. Home to almost
100 owls from 40 different species, this
is a safe place for one of the largest
collections of owls in the South West.
Cute meerkats and raccoons are also
part of the family at the Sanctuary,

giving you a look into the daily lives of the
charming residents at Screech. Learn
more about our furry and feathered
friends at this family-owned attraction.
Kids roam free in the outdoor
playground. Enjoy a home-cooked meal
from the tearoom, or relax with an
outdoor family picnic.

Goss Moor, St. Columb. TR9 6HP
01726 860182
screechowlsanctuary.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS

Attractions and
Theme Parks
Experience some of the most exciting,
intriguing and family-friendly days
out in Cornwall, with something to
entertain everyone. From fairgrounds
and thrill rides to steam railways
and cream teas, you’ll find there’s
something for every day of your stay.
Uncover the secrets of Cornwall’s
rich heritage, make memories with
your little ones in worlds of wonder
and play and explore some of Britain’s
most recognisable landmarks. Trips to
Cornwall will evoke memories for years
to come, and these days out will be at
their heart.
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | BODMIN JAIL

Bodmin Jail
Discover life behind bars as an 18th
Century prisoner in the heart of
Cornwall. Bodmin Jail, on the edge of
Bodmin Moor, housed rebels, soldiers,
debtors and some of Cornwall’s most
notorious criminals from the 18th
century onwards.

heinous crimes. See inside the Jail cells
and explore artefacts from prison life.
A daring experience for all the family,
Bodmin Jail shows Cornish history as
you’ve never seen it before.

Now a world class attraction after
a major redevelopment, immerse
yourself in the Dark Walk, a stateof-the-art experience bringing some
of the grimmest tales of Cornwall’s
criminals vivdly to life.
Discover the paranormal, peek into
Cornwall’s dark underbelly and learn
what life was like for those accused of

Berrycombe Road, Bodmin. PL31 2NR
01208 76292
bodminjail.org
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | CORNWALL FOOTBALLGOLF

Cornwall FootballGolf
Imagine crazy golf – but supersized,
and played by kicking a football.
Everyone will enjoy the unique outdoor
experience with spectacular views
over the coast, found just five minutes
from the Eden Project.
With hazards and obstacles on every
hole, the challenges of completing the
course provide hours of fun for the
young and young at heart. All ages and
abilities can take part, and you don’t
need to have played football to enjoy
your time here!
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Perfect for family-friendly fun, or a day
out with friends, there’s two 18-hole
courses to complete — one on level

ground called Parkland and one on
the hills called Hillside. Set in 18 acres
with sea views on parts of the course,
Cornwall FootballGolf has large outdoor
and covered seating areas with a
licensed bar serving hot food, drinks and
ice creams.
Please note, only card/contactless
payments accepted.

Trenowah Road, St Austell. PL25 3GD
01726 68952
cornwallfootballgolf.co.uk

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | JAMAICA INN

Jamaica Inn
The world famous Jamaica Inn is a
1750’s coaching inn high on wild and
beautiful Bodmin Moor just off the
A30 halfway between Launceston and
Bodmin – the perfect base to visit
anywhere in Cornwall or Devon in a day
and still be back in time for dinner.

New bedrooms with great moorland
views, olde worlde bedrooms with
romantic 4-poster beds plus roaring
log fires throughout winter and great
views over Bodmin Moor from gardens
in summer.

It now has 36 bedrooms and suites,
a large restaurant, pub, a Cornish
Smuggling Museum, Daphne du Maurier
Museum, Farm Shop, Gift Shop and a
giant pirate ship kids can climb on.
Enjoy a traditional breakfast from
7.15am and delicious Light Bites or
home-made hearty meals right through
to 9pm.

Bolventor, Bodmin Moor. PL15 7TS
01566 86250
jamaicainn.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | EDEN PROJECT

Eden Project
juxtaposed with Europe’s largest
A living theatre of plants and people, the
Eden Project is a global garden, educational collection of useful plants - from food
crops to medicines - alongside striking
charity and social enterprise all in one.
colour-themed borders.
Immerse yourself in the steamy heat of
the Rainforest Biome, home to the largest Across the site exhibits, art installations,
exhibitions and events bring the stories
rainforest in captivity, where you can
marvel at a close-up view of the treetops to life.
from the Canopy Walkway.
Visits to Eden must be booked online
in advance.
Then take a stroll through the sights
and scents of the Mediterranean Biome,
where you’ll find beautiful flower displays
and ripening seasonal crops set around a
Mediterranean terrace restaurant.
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Continue your journey in the Outdoor
Gardens, where wild landscapes are

Bodelva. PL24 2SG
01726 811911

edenproject.com

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | FLAMBARDS

Flambards
Have the best day of the week at
Flambards, where there’s something
for everyone to enjoy come rain
or shine.

eras. Explore the life-sized Victorian
Village and in Britain in the Blitz you’ll
literally feel the floor shake as another
bomb hits the London streets.

With outdoor excitement and indoor
experiences, this day out in Helston
offers fun for all. Take a spin on the
Rollercoaster, dare to brave Sky-Force,
or splash down the log flume!

Check out the website for
entertainment and special events.

There’s rides for little ones too at
Funland and you can even track down
some dinosaurs!
Be transported back in time with
spectacular attractions where you will
walk the cobbled streets of bygone

Clodgey Lane, Helston. TR13 0QA
01326 573404
flambards.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | HANGLOOSE ADVENTURE

Hangloose Adventure
Whether you’re flying at speeds of up
to 60mph down England’s longest and
fastest zipwire, clambering at great
heights on high ropes or taking a leap of
faith on a base jump - if you’re in pursuit
of an adrenaline buzz, you can test your
limits on one of the exciting activities
Hangloose Adventure has to offer.

is a chance to visit a world-class
adventure centre right here in Cornwall.
With a variety of adrenaline-inducing
activities to try, this adventure
experience offers a number of multiactivity packages - experience one, two
or all of them throughout your visit!

Situated in the heart of Cornwall within
the idyllic setting of the Eden Project, this
outdoor adventure centre is perfect for
thrill seekers visiting or living in Cornwall
and to enjoy an exhilarating, unforgettable
day out for friends and families.
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Rated in the top 10% of tourist
attractions globally by TripAdvisor, this

Eden Project, Bodelva. PL24 2SG
01726 812724
hanglooseadventure.com

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | HEALEYS CORNISH CYDER FARM

Healeys Cornish
Cyder Farm
Uncover a world of apples, imagination,
and adventure at Healeys Cornish Cyder
Farm. Nestled deep in the heart of the
Cornish countryside, this family-run farm
has been lovingly making award-winning
cyders, wines, spirits, juices, preserves,
and sauces for nearly 40 years.

cobbled cellars, peek at Cornwall’s
oldest distillery, and sample at least 20
varieties of cyder, wine, and preserves.
Make your visit extra special with a
vintage tractor ride in the orchards,
book a Full Healeys Guided Experience, or
enjoy a Gin Tasting Experience.

Healeys know what it takes to make
apples special and delight in welcoming
visitors to the farm to discover the
Healeys charm for themselves.
Meet their friendly farm animals, venture
above the production halls, explore the

Penhallow, Truro. TR4 9LW
01872 573356
healeyscyder.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | THE LOST GARDENS OF HELIGAN

The Lost Gardens
of Heligan
“Heligan is so much more than just a
garden—it is a place in the soul.”
Thirty years ago The Lost Gardens of
Heligan were rediscovered from the
brambles of time. Today, Heligan remains
one of the most loved and romantic
gardens in the UK, appreciated as much
for their beauty and mystery, as for the
ground-breaking restoration.
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Over 200 acres await explorers, plant
lovers and garden romantics. Victorian
Productive Gardens and Pleasure
Grounds beckon along winding paths laid

out over two centuries ago. The Jungle
takes you on a sub-tropical journey
across our rope bridge, through bamboo
tunnels and under majestic tree ferns
whilst the Estate reveals a lost world
of rare breed livestock, wildlife and
ancient woodlands.

Pentewan, St Austell. PL26 6EN
01726 845100
heligan.com

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | JUBILEE POOL

Jubilee Pool
Take an open air dip in the UK’s largest
and most celebrated saltwater lido. Swim
outdoors at this illustrious and historic
outdoor swimming pool overlooking
Penzance seafront.

come – from splashing around as a family
to luxurious holistic treatments for
adults, soaking up the Cornish summer
sun or enjoying a bracing sea swim in the
off-season.

Opened in the 1930s, the triangular
art deco seawater pool has provided
a bracing swim to holidaymakers and
Cornish residents alike for many years
and 2020 saw Jubilee Pool launch a
geothermal pool - a UK first, offering you
the chance to bathe in natural salt water
heated to 35 degrees by their own hot
water well.

Treat yourself to a post-swim meal
at Jubilee Pool cafe, serving locallysourced food and drink with unrivalled
views across Mounts Bay.

This unique experience will create
treasured memories for years to

Battery Road, Penzance. TR18 4FF
01736 369224
jubileepool.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | LAND’S END

Land’s End
Escape to the westernmost point of
Cornwall, famed for its unique location and
breathtaking coastal landscapes. Immerse
yourself in over 100 acres of outstanding
natural beauty at the far end of our
county, and don’t forget to have your
picture taken at the famous signpost.
This unique landmark offers plenty
of fun and excitement and promises
to be a memorable day for one
and all, creating special moments
to last a lifetime. Enjoy the family
entertainment before you embark on
stunning coastal walks.
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During the summer, Land’s End keeps
their doors open into the evening,

giving you outstanding views of the
sun setting over the Atlantic Ocean. As
darkness falls, enjoy the iconic Magic in
the Skies fireworks display and dance to
live music every Tuesday and Thursday
from 27 July to 2 September.

Land’s End, Sennen. TR19 7AA
01736 871501
landsend-landmark.co.uk
*Magic in the Skies firework nights subject
to Government advice

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | LAPPA VALLEY

Lappa Valley
Discover the only attraction in Cornwall
that transports families on an exciting
nostalgic steam train ride into a secret
world of traditional fun and family
adventures. Children will delight in the
thrill of trains and boats, explore nature,
let off steam in our outdoor spaces
before refuelling in comfort at the café.
Travel by train into a world of excitement
and exploration for young families. Take
our swan pedalos out on the boating
lake, have a little family competition
on the crazy golf course and enjoy the
excitement of two more railway lines.
Set in 35 acres of rolling green
countrywide just outside Newquay,

you’ll be transported by a miniature
steam engine through Cornish
woodlands. Step off the train and into
a world of wonder, perfect for children
under 10.
Surrounded by green space and rich
with mining history, Lappa Valley is a
place beloved of families through the
generations.

St Newlyn East, Nr Newquay. TR8 5LX
01872 510317
lappavalley.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | SHIPWRECK TREASURE MUSEUM

Shipwreck
Treasure Museum
What will you discover? Life and loss at
sea. The lure of the search. The reveal
of the find. The Shipwreck Treasure
Museum in Charlestown is one of peril
and possibility, where a seabed of
stories waits to be explored. Europe’s
largest private collection of shipwreck
artefacts, with over 8,000 finds from
more than 165 wrecks, invites you to
dive in.
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When you look deeper you’ll see the
story of people who sailed with those
objects on the high seas. You’ll feel the
ambition, expertise and bravery of the

divers who seek to recover treasures
from below the waves. After delving
into the museum’s treasures, the
tunnels beckon. Deep below the
museum itself, this winding maze
of passages is steeped in heritage
and atmosphere.

Quay Road, Charlestown. PL25 3NX
01726 69897
shipwreckcharlestown.co.uk
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Best Days Out
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Conditions: Maximum 5 persons per voucher. Not to be used
in conjunction with any other offer or discount. Valid until 31
March 2022.

Booking essential - Use code
BEST21 online to claim £1 per
person discount.

Conditions: Please see our website for the latest booking
information. Discount off standard entry prices. Cannot be
used in conjunction with any other offer or saver or event
tickets. Valid until 27 March 2022.

Present this voucher to receive
£1 per person off the standard
admission prices.

Conditions: £1.00 per person off standard adult price. Not
for gardens only. Not to be used in conjunction with any
other voucher. Not valid for special events. Maximum of 6
people per voucher.

Present this voucher to
receive £2 off standard
admission per ticket.

Conditions: Voucher only accepted at time of entry. Not to
be used with any other offer or discount. Standard admission:
Adult £12, Concession £11, Child (3-14yrs) £9, Under 3 FREE,
Family Ticket £36.

10% off Guided Tours, Healeys
Experiences & Tractor Rides
with code ‘BDOC10’.

Conditions: Valid until 31 January 2022. Must be booked online at
healeyscyder.co.uk to claim 10% off the price of any guided tour (max.
4 persons per voucher). Cannot be used in conjunction with any
other offer. Subject to change & based on availability. Visitors must
have a valid day ticket or annual pass. Photocopies not accepted.

Present this voucher to receive
10% per person off the standard
admission prices.

Conditions: Up to maximum of 5 people per voucher. Not
to be used in conjunction with any other offer or discount.
Photocopies not accepted. Vouchers must be presented at
time of entry to qualify for discount. Valid until 31 March 2022.

10% Off Family or Adult
inclusive tickets.

Conditions: Maximum 5 persons per voucher. Not to be used
in conjunction with any other offer or discount. Valid until 31
October 2021.

BDOC-2021

Present this voucher to receive
10% off any package.

Conditions: Voucher must be presented on arrival, cannot
be used to pre-book. Cannot be applied to individual
acitivities. Weight, age and height restrictions apply. See Ts
and Cs on our website.

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

Present this voucher to receive
£1 per person off the standard
admission prices.

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

We are pleased to provide you with vouchers for many of our top tourist attractions,
with special offers and discounts to use when booking your visit. Make sure you read
the conditions for each offer, and take the voucher with you on your visit.
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Present this voucher to receive
£3 per person off the standard
admission prices.

Conditions: Cannot be used in conjunction with any other
offer, valid until 31 October 2021.

Present this voucher to receive
£1 per person off standard
admission price.

Conditions: Maximum 6 people per voucher.
Voucher cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer
or discount including family saver ticket. Not valid at certain
special events. Valid until 31 October 2021.

Present this voucher after 3pm
to receive £1 OFF PER ADULT
AND 50P OFF PER CHILD.

Conditions: Present this voucher after 3pm for £1 off per
adult and 50p per child from our standard admission prices.
Maximum 5 persons. Valid 28 March 2021-31 October 2021.

Present this voucher to receive
£1 per person off the standard
admission prices.

Conditions: Not to be used with any other offer. Maximum 6
people per group using voucher.

Present this voucher to receive
25% OFF FOR ONE ADULT on
standard museum admission.

Conditions: Original of this voucher only — photocopies not
accepted. Not to be used with any other offer. Valid until 31
December 2021.

Present this voucher to receive
£1 per person off the standard
admission prices.

Conditions: Maximum 6 persons per voucher at Wheal Martyn
Clay Works. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer
or the family saver ticket. Photocopies not accepted. Valid for
the 2021 season.

Save 10% off tickets with
online code ‘CATA21’.

Conditions: use code at online checkout only for 10% off
full price adult and child tickets. Valid for groups of up to 6
people. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or
concession ticket, or special event. Valid until 31 October 2021.
Proof of voucher may be required.

BDOC-2021

£1 OFF PER ADULT, under 11s
free — save up to £6 on adult
entry with this voucher.

Conditions: £1 off per adult. Max 6 persons per voucher. Free
entry for children under 11 years with a full paying adult. Not to
be used in conjunction with any other offer or discount

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

Conditions: Claim 10% off Jail Entry using our promo
code BODPUBLICATION10 when you book online at
www.bodminjail.org. For full terms and conditions please
see our website. www.bodminjail.org

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

BDOC-2021

Save 10% off Jail Entry
with online code
‘BODPUBLICATION10’.

ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | CAMEL CREEK ADVENTURE PARK

Camel Creek
Adventure Park
With adventure around every corner,
Camel Creek offers excitement for the
whole family — from thrill rides and
adrenalin rushes to animal handling
sessions and junior zookeeper
experiences.

And with a huge variety of animals to
meet – from fascinating reptiles to
creepy crawlies, from majestic horses to
cute little meerkats – every path leads
to new experiences.

Famous for their events schedule, the
Wadebridge theme park often plays host
to much-loved children’s characters.
With fun rides suitable for all ages, both
indoors and out, this world of adventure
will give you all something to enjoy on
your day out.

Tredinnick, Wadebridge. PL27 7RA
01841 540 276
camelcreek.co.uk
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ATTRACTIONS AND THEME PARKS | BODMIN AND WENFORD RAILWAY

Bodmin & Wenford
Railway
Discover the nostalgia of steam
travel with a journey back in time on
Cornwall’s leading full-size railway
operated by steam locomotives. Relax
in style and enjoy a leisurely 13-mile
round trip, taking in the sights, sounds
and smells of a bygone age, as the era
of a Cornish branch line in the 1950s
is revealed.
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Enjoy a walk from Bodmin Parkway
station, right next to the National
Trust’s Lanhydrock estate, or from
Boscarne Junction, next to the
Camel Trail.

Indulge in a cream tea on the train or
lunch at one of the station cafes, or book
onto one of the Railway’s evening Murder
Mystery trains during the summer
months. Driver experience courses are
also available on selected days – driving
a train is something you will never forget!

Bodmin General Station, Bodmin. PL31 1AQ.
01208 73666
bodminrailway.co.uk

@aerialcornwall

@gingerfamilylife

Win tickets to
the Eden Project

Our visitor attractions are the places where memories are made.
Share pictures of your day out at any one of our attractions using
#bestdaysoutcornwall and you could win a family ticket for four
people to the Eden Project.
Our favourite image will be selected from all those submitted
throughout the year, and you can enter as many times as you like
across all three of our social media channels.
BestDaysOutCornwall

GuideToCornwall

bestdaysoutcornwall

Terms: The competition prize is for a standard family ticket for four people only. Any additional visitors
must be paid for. It cannot be exchanged for a different prize or cash alternative. The ticket can be used for
standard admission only, and any additional special event tickets must be paid for. The competition is being
run and managed by Cornwall Association of Tourist Attractions and not by the Eden Project. The winner will
be selected from photos posted between 1 March 2021 and 28 February 2022 and will be notified by DM in
March 2022. The family ticket will be emailed to you for use on a date of your choosing.

GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES

Gardens and
Country Houses
Enjoy the abundant beauty of
Cornwall’s estates, gardens and
country houses, with roots that
stretch back through centuries.
Stroll through exotic valley gardens,
beautiful in any season, or explore
impressive country estates and manor
houses bringing the past to life. Take
peaceful wanders through tranquil
green spaces, many with panoramic
views of the coastline or rivers. Take
time to explore the playful spirit of the
outdoors, or discover the characters
behind the great houses of Cornwall.
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GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES | NATIONAL TRUST IN CORNWALL

©National Trust Images/ John Millar & Hilary Daniel

National Trust
in Cornwall
The National Trust looks after
countryside, coastline, houses, parks
and gardens throughout Cornwall, all
thanks to the support of members
and visitors.
There is exotic planting and views galore
at gardens like Glendurgan, Trelissick,
Trengwainton and Godolphin, you can
explore the stories of historic houses
and estates at Cotehele, Antony,
Lanhydrock, and Trerice plus discover
mining history at Botallack, Levant
Mine and East Pool Mine. There’s also
the much-loved Cornish coastline and

countryside providing beaches, bracing
walks and far-reaching views.
Please check property websites before
travelling or see nationaltrust.org.uk/
cornwall for inspiration for your day out.
National Trust members visit for free.

For general enquiries, not specific to a
place, please call the national telephone
number: 0344 800 1895.
nationaltrust.org.uk/cornwall
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GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES | ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT

St Michael’s Mount
The island world of St Michael’s
Mount is one of the jewels in
Cornwall’s crown. Hop on a boat – or
walk across the causeway during low
tide – to a community where modern
life meets over a thousand years
of history.

garden and enjoy breathtaking views of
Mount’s Bay.
This tidal island is governed by the
forces of nature. Always check the
website for the most up to date
information before visiting.

Home to the St Aubyn family as well
as a small community, this iconic
island is crowned by a medieval
church and castle – with the oldest
buildings dating to the 12th century.
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Immerse yourself in history, wonder
at the architecture and discover
the legend of Jack the Giant Killer.
Explore the sub-tropical terraced

Marazion. TR17 OHS
01736 710265
stmichaelsmount.co.uk

GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES | TREBAH GARDEN

Trebah Garden
Experience the magical essence of
Trebah, a sub-tropical paradise with a
coastal backdrop, steeped in heritage,
creativity and the spirit of innovation.
Four miles of footpaths wind through
dazzling exotic planting, transporting
you from one little corner of Cornwall
to sunnier exotic climes. Trebah has its
very own private beach, and countless
secret corners waiting to be discovered,
the perfect escape for all ages.
With a unique outdoor theatre and
plenty of dedicated space for small
ones, as well as four-legged friends,
Trebah is the perfect destination for
both family adventures and peaceful

solitude, with visitors enjoying
inspiring spaces and unique events
all year round.
Open Saturday to Wednesday from
10am, you will need to book your visit in
advance through the website.

Mawnan Smith, Near Falmouth. TR11 5JZ
01326 252200
trebah-garden.co.uk
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GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES | PENCARROW HOUSE & GARDENS

Pencarrow House
& Gardens
Wander around the gardens and
take a look inside this stately home –
Pencarrow, the much-loved home of the
Molesworth-St Aubyn family for nearly
500 years, is set in 50 acres of woodland
and garden at the foot of a valley.
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The privately-owned Georgian house
boasts an impressive library with a secret
door and is a peek into the elegant living
quarters of the aristocracy. In the gardens
there are superb conifers that tower
over azaleas, magnolias and camellias,
with many varieties of rhododendron
adding to the blaze of spring colour; blue

hydrangeas line the mile long carriage
drive throughout the summer.
Discover the ancient Celtic cross, Iron
Age hill fort, Victorian lake and icehouse,
grotto, restful Italian gardens with
fountain and enormous rock garden in
the grounds of this historic house.

Washaway, Bodmin. PL30 3AG
01208 841369
pencarrow.co.uk

GARDENS AND COUNTRY HOUSES | PINETUM GARDENS

Pinetum Gardens
Pinetum Gardens contrasts areas
of intimate tranquility with open
parkland vistas. Take time to discover
the whole estate and its ten gardens,
all linked by water - play hide and seek
in the arboretum, relax and reflect in
the Japanese garden and recharge
out of season in the spectacular
winter garden.
The largest modern garden created
in Cornwall, Pinetum offers an
experience with a personal touch
rarely found in today’s busy world.
Lovingly created over the past four
decades, the idyllic 30-acre gardens
are home to one of the largest plant
collections in the county.

Open daily, and with summer evening
opening as well, enjoy every moment
in these thirty acres of breathtaking
landscape in the heart of St Austell.
Spread over ten individually themed
garden rooms within a breath-taking
landscape, Pinetum Gardens is also
home to some of the country’s most
spectacular trees.

Holmbush, St Austell. PL25 3RQ
01726 73500
pinetumgardens.com
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Arts and
Culture
Cornwall is a rich tapestry of cultural
experiences. For generations, this place
has been an escape for creative minds,
leaving a vibrant legacy of galleries,
museums and theatres. Here, you’ll
find the space to immerse yourself in
tales from our past or to experience
groundbreaking new artists.
Go as a family and follow in the
footsteps of kings, soldiers and
sea captains or celebrate artists,
performers and visionaries who have
made Cornwall their home. We have
evocative cultural experiences galore
to suit all tastes.
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ARTS AND CULTURE | MINACK THEATRE

The Minack Theatre
A place like no other, the world-famous
Minack Theatre is a must-see for
visitors to Cornwall.
Perched on rugged cliffs overlooking
the spectacular panorama of
Porthcurno Bay, you might think
ancient Greeks had carved it from the
granite. In fact, less than a century
ago it was a rough gully of gorse and
heather dropping dizzily down to
the sea.
Today, you can discover the
extraordinary story of Rowena
Cade, the woman behind its creation
and experience the magic of live
performance in this iconic space.

The Minack stages a full programme of
live performances throughout the year.
Visitors are welcome to explore the
dramatic site and enjoy the glorious
sub-tropical gardens when there is no
performance.
The Minack is very popular and advance
booking is essential for performances
and visits.

Porthcurno. TR19 6JU
01736 810181
minack.com
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ARTS AND CULTURE | GEEVOR TIN MINE

Geevor Tin Mine
The stunning Cornish coastline around
Pendeen was once at the heart of
the Cornish mining industry, providing
jobs and community around the tin
and copper mines. Today, the awardwinning Geevor Tin Mine gives visitors an
opportunity to visit a real mine and learn
what life was like for a Cornish miner.
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Put your hard hat on and explore the
mine buildings with their magnificent
mining machinery; get interactive
in the Hard Rock Museum; discover
how the rock was mined and brought
up from 600 metres below the
ground to be processed in the Mill.
Go underground into the 18th century
Wheal Mexico Mine!

Pan for ‘gold’ and gems and take home
your treasures and enjoy the rugged
and dramatic coastal scenery of West
Cornwall from Geevor’s clifftop location.
See a former working mine left exactly
as it looked on the day the mine closed
its doors for the final time and imagine
what the life of a Cornish miner was
truly like.

Pendeen, Penzance. TR19 7EW
01736 788662
geevor.com

ARTS AND CULTURE | NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM CORNWALL

National Maritime
Museum Cornwall
Learn about the unbreakable ties between
the people of Cornwall and the briny
blue. The exhibitions at this independent
Falmouth museum unravel fascinating
tales of life on the ocean, from plucky
Packet Service crews to modern-day
national and international explorers.
Celebrate the overwhelming influence
of the sea on history and culture,
exploring 15 galleries over five floors.
Dive into the current major exhibition,
Monsters of the Deep. Visit the
Boatbuilding Workshop and see what the
team are currently working on.

Head to the Treasure Island Play Zone
and the RNLI Rescue Zone where
imaginations can run wild. Take a
moment to look up at the flying flotilla in
the Main Hall and then drink in the views
in the Waterside Café.

Discovery Quay, Falmouth. TR11 3QY
01326 313388
nmmc.co.uk
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ARTS AND CULTURE | PK PORTHCURNO

PK Porthcurno
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Discover the amazing story of our
interconnected world at the Museum
of Global Communications — from the
first undersea telegraph cables to the
wonder of today’s internet.

With a collection and story that began
150 years ago, visit PK Porthcurno and
explore how a tranquil valley in Cornwall
became host to the past, present and
future of worldwide communications.

Hear experts at the museum speak
about the science and history of
world communications. Get hands on
with technology, and enjoy activities
and trails that bring the story of
communication to life.

If weather permits, visit the Cable Hut
at spectacular Porthcurno beach, just
500m from the museum.

Go underground and explore the topsecret bunker that hid the Porthcurno
Telegraph Station in World War II where
Allied communications were protected by
flamethrowers and bomb-proof doors.

*

Eastern House, Porthcurno. TR19 6JX
01736 810966
pkporthcurno.com
* Seasonal restrictions

ARTS AND CULTURE | ROYAL CORNWALL MUSEUM

Royal Cornwall Museum
A fascinating insight into Cornish life
and culture, the Royal Cornwall Museum
in Truro is a veritable treasure trove
of curious artefacts and fascinating
displays, perfect for families to explore.
Founded in the early 1800s by the Royal
Institute of Cornwall, their aim has
always been to show the world-leading
industries Cornwall has been renowned
for - especially in the fields of science
and art.
A dynamic and exciting museum, where
visitors are encouraged to thrive, learn
and have fun, you can get up close with
an ancient Egyptian mummy, discover
the rare minerals found all over our
county and learn about traditional

Cornwall customs, heritage and stories.
With renowned displays of modern and
classic art to enjoy, pick up discovery
packs, trails and children’s activities to
make your visit a great memory for the
whole family.
Under 18s can visit the museum free
of charge.

River Street, Truro. TR1 2SJ
01842 272205
royalcornwallmuseum.org.uk
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ARTS AND CULTURE | WHEAL MARTYN CLAY WORKS

Wheal Martyn Clay Works
Dig deep and discover the special
ingredient in our everyday lives that
still shapes Cornwall and our world
today – china clay! It hides in your
toothpaste, mugs, paper, tyres and
even your cosmetics.

green space, let off steam in the play
area and discover spectacular views
of modern clay mining overlooking the
working pit.
An inspiring day out packed with culture,
nature and family-friendly fun.

A unique indoor and outdoor museum,
Wheal Martyn tells the story of
Cornwall’s ‘secret’ billion pound
industry, and the people who brought it
to you, from the heart of Clay Country.
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Immerse yourself in the historic
grounds of the Victorian clay works,
bursting at the seams with tools,
machinery, waterwheels, artefacts and
stories. Explore woodland trails and

Carthew, St Austell. PL26 8XG
01726 850362
wheal-martyn.com

ARTS AND CULTURE | TINTAGEL CASTLE

Tintagel Castle
Go on a legendary day out at Tintagel
Castle, a clifftop fortress where
history and legend intertwine. Cross
the new bridge to the ‘island’ and
explore the medieval Great Hall, high
above the waves.

on the shore. Venture into Merlin’s
Cave when the tides allow, then look
out for seals playing in the water.
Hungry explorers can take a break
in the Beach Café and enjoy locallysourced food and drink.

It’s easy to imagine why this
atmospheric landscape inspired tales
of King Arthur. Journey back 1500 years
and Tintagel was a bustling stronghold
– residence of the rulers of Cornwall.
Wander among the ruins and meet
Gallos, the brooding life-size statue of
an ancient king.

Advance booking is essential for this
landmark attraction. Make sure you visit
their website for the latest information.

Tucked below the castle is a secluded
beach, perfect for a picnic or a paddle

Castle Road, Tintagel. PL34 0HE
01840 770328
english-heritage.org.uk/tintagel
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ARTS AND CULTURE | PENDENNIS CASTLE

Pendennis Castle
Stir up your sense of adventure at
Pendennis Castle, a coastal fortress
with unmissable sea views. Travel back
to wartime Cornwall, climb to the top
of the keep, and enjoy acres of green
space at this historic gem.
Situated on a headland overlooking
Falmouth, Pendennis is one of Henry
VIII’s finest seaside castles. And
despite its peaceful setting, it has a
rich and poignant history. The castle
has defended Cornwall since Tudor
times and played a vital role during the
two World Wars.
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Winding stone staircases, atmospheric
war rooms and action-packed events

make it all too easy to imagine life here
centuries ago. A Castle Explorers family
trail guides you round the fortress.
Don’t miss the daily blast of a historic
gun (Apr-Oct), or the chance to grab
lunch in the café, with traditional
Cornish food as fabulous as the views.

Castle Drive, Falmouth. TR11 4NQ
01326 316594
english-heritage.org.uk/pendennis

BEST DAYS OUT CORNWALL 2021

Top tips
Here are our top tips for enjoying your day
out in Cornwall.

You can often get a
discounted ticket price
if you buy online in
advance – check websites
for more information.

Cornwall has over 300
beaches to choose from –
combine your day out at an
attraction with a visit to a
nearby beach. Find one at
visitcornwall.com/beaches

Lots of our attractions are
located around the Cornish
coastline – combine your visit
to a visitor attraction with a
walk on the beautiful South
West Coast Path.

Eat lunch al fresco and enjoy a
family picnic on your day out.
Many tourist attractions are
happy for you to bring your
own lunches.

Lots of attractions will have
resources to keep your
kids happy – from trails and
quizzes through to handson experiences like animal
feeding. Ask at the ticket
desk if there’s anything they
can provide.

Don’t forget a water bottle –
you can ask for your reusable
water bottle to be filled at all
of our attractions.

Beat the unpredictable
Cornish weather by looking for
the Indoor Attractions symbol
throughout this guide.

Take your dog on a day out!
Lots of our attractions
welcome pets on leads. Look
for the Dog Friendly icon
throughout the guide.
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Kids’
Eye-Spy
Here’s a list of absolutely must-do
activities for when you’re visiting Cornwall.
How many things can you tick off the list?

I ’ve watched the sun set
over the sea

I ’ve eaten a
traditional
Cornish pasty,
yum yum!

I ’ve built a giant
sandcastle on
the beach

I ’ve been out on the water in
a kayak

I’ve been rockpooling
I ’ve ridden my bike along the
Camel Trail
I ’ve been
crabbing on
the quay at a
fishing village
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I ’ve learnt about the pirates,
shipwrecks and smugglers of
Cornwall

BEST DAYS OUT CORNWALL 2021

I ’ve seen lots
of old mine
chimneys dotted
all around the
countryside

I ’ve had a surfing or
paddleboarding
lesson

I ’ve been stuck behind a tractor on
a narrow Cornish country lane —
the tractor factor!

I’ve been on a boat trip

I know an interesting fact about
King Arthur

I ’ve scoffed a delicious
ice cream that was
made right here in
Cornwall

I ’ve been to a place where Poldark
was filmed

I ’ve eaten a cream tea — remember
in Cornwall, it’s jam
first then
cream!
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A greener guide
The paper we’ve used to print this guide
is FSC-accredited. The FSC system allows
businesses and consumers to identify,
purchase, and use wood, paper and other
forest products made with materials
from well-managed forests and/or
recycled sources. When you see the FSC
logo, it is a sign of confidence that we
are helping to ensure our forests are
alive for generations to come.
As part of our commitment to more
sustainable practices, we’ve teamed
up with UK-based company Carbon
Footprint to offset the CO2 impact of
the paper production of this guide.
This year we’ll be offsetting 40 tonnes
of CO2. We’ve planted 40 trees in the
South West as part of our commitment
to sustainability.
Our funding supports Carbon Footprint’s
Global Portfolio VCS-certified carbon
reduction programmes across the
world. Many of these projects include
carbon avoidance and clean and
renewable energy generations – often
within developing countries where they
also provide additional social benefits.
fsc-uk.org | carbonfootprint.com
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Through the production of this year’s
Best Days Out Cornwall guide:

40 tonnes
of CO2 has
been offset
40 trees
have been
planted

FSC certified paper has been used in
the production of this guide.

Time to be
together in 2021

Memories are made in Cornwall.
G O TO

 V I S I TCO R N WA L L .CO M
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